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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the reliable detection of information
hidden in natural images. It is aimed to design a test with
analytically predictable probabilities of error. To this end,
the problem of hidden information detection is cast in the
framework of hypothesis testing. The optimal test solving
the decision problem of steganalysis requires image parame-
ters which are not available in practice. To design a feasible
test, a non-linear locally-adapted model of natural images is
proposed. This model is linearized to allow an efficient and
simple estimation of image parameters which leads to the de-
sign of an almost optimal test. Numerical results on a large
number of natural images show the relevance of the theoreti-
cal findings.

Index Terms— Statistical hypothesis test, LSB stegana-
lysis, piecewise non-linear approximation.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is a crucial and useful challenge for security forces to reli-
ably detect in a huge set of media (image, audio, or video)
those which contain hidden information (like a text). In
such an operational context, an efficient detector might not
be enough. Indeed, the most important challenge is to get
a detection algorithm with analytically predictable probabili-
ties of false alarm and non detection. Moreover, this detection
scheme should be immediately applicable without any train-
ing phase like needed for supervised learning methods.

In this paper, it is assumed that the embedding scheme is
a priori unknown but belongs to the commonly used family
of LSB replacement steganographic schemes. Certainly, such
steganographic algorithms are not extremely efficient but they
are simple, popular, downloadable on the Internet and within
the reach of anyone. Moreover, the capacity to detect very
sophisticated but seldom used stegosystems is not very im-
portant in the framework of the above mentioned scenario.

The recently proposed ad hoc Weighted Stego-image
(WS) detector (and its improvements) is certainly very inter-
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esting and efficient [1, 2, 3] but it has been designed empiri-
cally. Thus, its performances are not theoretically established.
They are only evaluated by using large databases of media and
numerical simulations. An alternative approach is to design a
detector with clearly established theoretical properties by us-
ing the hypothesis testing theory with model of cover media.
The first step in this direction has been done in [4] with an
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) samples model.
In the present paper, the direction started in [4] is extended to
take into account the specific content of natural images, espe-
cially when the images are noisy and the embedding rate is
small.

Hence, the current paper proposes 1) to locally model the
content of a cover image by describing the optical system
which gives birth to a natural image, 2) to exploit, as simply
as possible, this model of natural image to design an almost
optimal test, 3) to establish the theoretical performances of
the proposed test and 4) to numerically show the relevance
of the proposed detection scheme in comparison with other
steganalysis methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts with
the problem statement. Section 3 presents the cover image
model. Section 4 proposes the model-based statistical test and
establishes its theoretical performances. Section 5 studies the
numerical performances of the proposed test. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes this paper.

2. DETECTION PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let c={cm}Mm=1 be a vector representing a natural cover-
image of M=Mx×My grayscale level pixels. The set of
grayscale levels is denoted Y={0, . . . , 2b− 1}. A cover pixel
cm results from the quantization

cm = Q1[ym], (1)

where ym ∈ R+ denotes the raw pixel intensity recorded by
the digital camera and Q1[ym] = bymc is the operation of
uniform quantization (integer part of yi). The recorded pixel
value ym can be decomposed as [5]

ym = θm + ξm (2)



where θm is the mathematical expectation of ym and ξm is a
random variable representing all the noise corrupting the sig-
nal during acquisition (see Section 3). The ξm’s are indepen-
dent Gaussian random variables satisfying ξm ∼ N (0, σ2

m)
where σ2

m is assumed to be known. The mean vector θ =
{θm}Mm=1 is assumed to belong to a compact set Θ.

The probability mass function (pmf) of cm is denoted:

QQ1
(θm) = {q0(θm), . . . , q2b−1(θm)}

where, for all k ∈ Y , k 6= 0 , k 6= 2q−1, one get

qk(θm) =
1

σm

∫ (k+
1
2 )

(k− 1
2 )

ϕ

(
x− θm
σm

)
dx (3)

and ϕ(x) is defined in (6). In this paper, quantizer saturation
effects which arrise for k = 0 and k = 2q−1 are neglected.
Let the insertion rate R be defined as the number of hidden
bits per pixel. A short calculation [4] shows that the pmf of cm
after insertion with embedding rateR is given byQRQ1

(θm) =

{qR0 (θm), · · · , qR2b−1(θm)} where

∀k ∈ Y , qRk (θm) =

(
1−R

2

)
qk(θm) +

R

2
q(k−k)(θm) (4)

and k indicates the integer k with LSB flipped [1], i.e., k =
k + 1− 2 lsb(k) where lsb(k) is the LSB of k.

Let z={zm}Mm=1 denotes an inspected signal, which is
either a cover or a stego-signal. Two situations may occur:
H0={ signal is steganography-free } and H1={ signal con-
tains hidden bits }. Hence, the hypothesis testing problem of
steganalysis consists of choosing between:{
H0={zm ∼ QQ1(θm),∀m=1, . . . ,M}
H1={zm ∼ QRQ1

(θm),∀m=1, . . . ,M,∀0<R≤1}.
(5)

The goal is to find a test δ : YM 7→ {H0;H1} which accepts
hypothesisHi if δ(z) = Hi (see details in [6]). Let

Kα =

{
δ : sup

θ∈Θ
Pθ(δ(z) = H1) ≤ α

}
be the class of tests with an upper-bounded false alarm prob-
ability α. Here Pθ(A) stands for the probability of the event
A when zm is generated by QQ1

(θm) for all m. The power
function βδ is the probability of hidden bits detection:

βδ(θ, R)=Pθ,R(δ(z) = H1).

where Pθ,R(A) stands for the probability of the eventAwhen
zm is generated by QRQ1

(θm) for all m.
According to (5), it is crucial to know the M parameters

θm. In practice, it is necessary to estimate them. Since there
are only M pixels, a special attention must be paid to reduce
their number by exploiting some redundancies existing be-
tween them. Such a parsimonious model is described in the
following section.

3. MODEL OF NATURAL COVER-IMAGES

Seeking simplicity, this paper deals with the cover image c
as a set of K statistically independent quantized signals [5]
of N > 0 samples ck=(ck,1, . . . , ck,N )

T . For example, a
digital raw image can be viewed as a set of signals ck com-
posed ofN pixels which are extracted from image lines. Each
signal ck is acquired with a digital device and thus, is sub-
ject to quantization, sampling and filtering processes with an
Impulse Response Function (IRF) h(x) applied to the cor-
responding source signal sk(x). It is assumed that sk(x) is
defined on the interval Xk = [ak, ak+1] ⊂ R. The union of
Xk describes the support of the source signal for the com-
plete cover signal. The literature proposes a wide range of
IRF models [7] but this paper is restricted to the study of the
Gaussian IRF h(x):

h(x) =
1

ς
ϕ

(
x

ς

)
where ϕ(x) =

1√
2π

exp

(
−x

2

2

)
(6)

and ς > 0 is the smoothing parameter (ς > 1 in practice). The
source signal sk(x) is assumed to be piecewise continuous
and thus, for all x ∈ Xk, it can be rewritten as

sk(x)=

p−1∑
j=0

qk,j(x−xk)j+

rk∑
d=1

uk,d1(x−tk,d) , (7)

where xk = (ak + ak+1)/2 is the center of Xk, rk is the
number of discontinuities in Xk and 1(·) is the unitary step
function. The parameters uk,d and tk,d characterize the in-
tensity and the location of the d-th discontinuity in the signal
sk(x) over Xk. The continuous component of sk(x) is ap-
proximated by a p-order polynomial function. Let θk(x) de-
notes the source signal sk(x) filtered by h(x). Few algebra
shows that

θk(x)=

p−1∑
j=0

sk,j(x− xk)j +

rk∑
d=1

uk,df(x; ηk,d) (8)

where ηk,d = (tk,d, ς), the coefficients sk,j depend on qk,j’s

f(x; ηk,d) = Φ

(
x− tk,d

ς

)
and Φ(x)=

∫ x

−∞
ϕ(t)dt.

Consider K sets of N sampling points xk,1,. . . ,xk,N such
that for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} and all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, sampling
step xk,n+1−xk,n is constant and xk,n ∈ Xk. Hence, neglect-
ing censoring effects, one get ck,n=Q1[θk,n+ξk,n] where
θk,n = θk(xk,n). In matrix form, one get

θk = Hsk + F(ηk)uk (9)

where the notations for vectors sk, ηk, uk and matrices H
and F(ηk) are straightforward and

ck = Q1[θk + ξk] (10)

where Q1[·] is applied to each component of θk + ξk.



4. ALMOST OPTIMAL DETECTION

In [8], an optimal Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) has been de-
signed to solve the problem (5). In this section, it is proposed
to use this LRT by replacing the parameter θ = {θ1, . . . ,θK}
by an estimate θ̂ based on the model (10). Two main difficul-
ties are addressed: 1) to deal with the non-linearity of (9) with
respect to ηk and 2) to bound the loss of optimality of this al-
gorithm.

Seeking simplicity, it is assumed that each segment
Xk has at most one discontinuity and that an estimate
η̂k=(t̂k,1, ς̂)

T is available for each discontinuity (if present)
such that ‖ηk−η̂k‖1≤ϑ where ϑ is a small constant. The lit-
erature proposes many methods giving such estimates (see for
example [7]). Adapting the methodology from [9], the non-
linearity is treated by writing (9) :

θk = G(η̂k)vk+o(ϑ2) with G(η̂k)=
(
H |F(η̂k) | Ḟ(η̂k)

)
,

Ḟ(ηk) is the jacobian (N × 2) matrix of F (ηk) and
vk=(sk, uk,1, uk,1(ηk−η̂k))T .

Assuming that the noise variance is constant in each seg-
ment and that the quantization has negligible effects on the
estimation, θk can be estimated by using the linear estimate:

θ̂k = G(η̂k)
(
G(η̂k)TG(η̂k)

)−1
G(η̂k)T zk. (11)

It is assumed that the presence of hidden information zk does
not modify significantly the estimate θ̂k. By dividing z into
K segments, as detailed for the cover c, and by calculating
the estimate θ̂k for all zk, one easily get θ̂m from (11) and:

wm =
σ̄

σ2
m

√
K(N−p−3rk)

with
1

σ̄2
=

1

M

M∑
m=1

1

σ2
m

for all pixels. Once these two quantities are calculated, then
the following test can be used to detect hidden information.

Let r =
∑K
k=1 rk be the total number of discontinuities.

A short algebra shows that the LRT with plugged estimates
θ̂m, denoted δ̂(z), is defined by (see details in [8]):

δ̂(z) =

{
H0 if Λ̂(z) < τα,

H1 if Λ̂(z) ≥ τα,
(12)

where Λ̂(z)=

M∑
m=1

wm(zm−zm)(zm−θ̂m). (13)

The following proposition gives a good approximation of the
power function β̂(θ, R) of the test δ̂(z).

Proposition 1. Choosing τα = Φ−1(1 − α)
√

1 + bmax, it
follows that δ̂(z) ∈ Kα and

1−Φ

(
τα− R

2σ̄

√
κ

1+bmax

)
≤ β̂(θ, R) ≤ 1−Φ

(
τα−

R

2σ̄

√
κ

)

whereb is an bias satisfying 0 ≤ b ≤ ε
σ̄2(N−p−3)

def.
= bmax with

ε a known (little) positive constant and κ = K(N−p)−3r.

In [8], it is established that the power function of the LRT
(when θ is perfectly known) is asymptotically (as the number
of pixels grows to infinity) given by:

βmax(R) = 1− Φ

(
τα −

R
√
M

2σ̄

)
. (14)

The comparison between the theoretical upper-bound
βmax(R) and β̂(θ, R) shows that the loss of optimality of
the later is due to: 1) the reduction of the number of “free
parameters” from M=K·N to κ=K(N−p)−3r and 2) the
unknown bias bmax which is due to linearization of F(ηk)
around the estimation values of discontinuity parameter η̂k.
Hence, provided that r and bmax are sufficiently small, the
test δ̂ is almost optimal. Values r and ϑ are arbitrary bounded
to analytically calculate the power function β̂(θ, R).

The test δ̂(z) is quite similar to the Weighted Stego-image
(WS) detector initially proposed by [1] to estimate the pay-
load size and deeply studied by [2]. Hence this paper shows
that, under some assumptions, the WS detector coincides with
an optimal statistical test provided that both the weights and
the estimates of the cover pixels are conveniently chosen.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

Potentially, there are a large numbers of steganalyzers we can
use for comparison [3]. In fact, many of these detectors be-
longs to the class of structural detectors [2] like RS, SPA,
Couples/ML. For the purpose of comparison we selected only
the two leading competitors, RS and SPA/LSM. In the litera-
ture, only few tests rely on the hypothesis testing theory: the
"i.i.d LR test" from [4], the χ2 test.The comparison with these
test are interesting as they cast the steganalysis problem in the
frame of statistical hypothesis test as the present work.
Hence, it is proposed to compare the LSB followings replace-
ment detectors: the proposed test δ̂, the Dabeer’s test from
[4], the χ2 test, the RS detector (with original mask, see [3])
and the WS [1] with the filter proposed in [2].

For a large scale comparison the 1338 image of UCID1

and 9000 images from BOSSbase2 were used with embedding
rate R = 0.05.

On Figs. 1, the WS have a similar power than the pro-
posed test δ̂ for high false alarm rate, typically α ≈ 0.2. In an
operational context of digital forensics such high false alarm
rate largely unacceptable ; a constraint of α = 10-5 is much
more realistic. For low false alarm rate, Figs. 1 show that the
proposed test outperforms the five other detectors. Moreover,
the most serious challenger, the WS, performs better than the
others detectors in such conditions. To understand this drastic

1http://vision.cs.aston.ac.uk/datasets/UCID/
2BOSSBases (v0.93) http://boss.gipsa-lab.grenoble-inp.fr/
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Fig. 1: ROC curves : power β as a function of α (log scale).

loss of power exhibited on Figs. 1 for low false alarm rate α, a
thorough comparison of detectors results is necessary. Figs. 2
show the empirical distribution of decision statistics obtained
on UCID images for three test: the Λ̂, the WS and the RS.
Fig. 2 highlights the importance of the image content model.
The WS detector relies on a basic autoregressive model which
works efficiently for most images but fails for few. Hence, the
distributions of WS residuals exhibit outlier values or heavy
tails under both hypothesis of cover or stego images. These
outliers values avoid to warrant any false alarm constraint. On
the contrary, the proposed model of natural images permits a
reliable estimation of the cover ; the decision statistics follow
the theoretically expected distribution (dashed line).
Highly textured images are typically difficult to analyze with-
out an accurate model of image content, as shown in Fig.
3. Thirty highly textured images have been analyzed 1000
times by adding a zero-mean Gaussian stationary noise with
standard deviation σ=0.5. Fig. 3 shows the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the detection statistics. To allow a meaning
full comparison of the detection statistics, note that the re-
sults have been normalized so that all detectors has the same
theoretical mean R, which is set to R = 0 for this experimen-
tation. Fig. 3 shows that the variance of WS and proposed
decision function Λ̂ does not change much whereas the vari-
ance of the SPA/LSM is much greater. On the contrary, the
mean of each image is not kept under control without an ac-
curate image model ; this later prevent a reliable decision.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of decision statistics under H0 for BOSS
base.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper made a first step to fill the gap between physi-
cal model of cover-image and steganalysis. An almost op-
timal test, which is based on a local non-linear parametric
model of natural images, has been proposed in Proposition 1.
The proposed test permits to analytically warrant a prescribed
false alarm constraint which, together with the accurate image
model, allows a reliable steganalysis.
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